
by Joshua Mapperson, writing for Cointelegraph

The average transaction value was sitting at approximately $25,000 per

transaction four months ago, but posted a yearly high on Oct. 20 at $151,000

per transfer — representing an increase of more than 500%.

BITCOIN AVERAGE TRANSACTION
VALUE INCREASES 500% SINCE JULY

by Tyler Bain, writing for Bitcoin Magazine

There have been many claims in recent years that Bitcoin and the miners

securing the network via SHA-256 proof of work use an unconscionable

amount of energy. But what data are these claims based on, are the source

calculations using flawed or sound approaches and assumptions?
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PayPal Holdings Inc joined the cryptocurrency market on Wednesday,

allowing customers to buy, sell and hold bitcoin and other virtual coins

using the U.S. digital payments company’s online wallets. PayPal customers

will also be able to use cryptocurrencies to shop at the 26 million merchants

on its network starting in early 2021.

PAYPAL TO ALLOW CRYPTOCURRENCY BUYING,
SELLING AND SHOPPING ON ITS NETWORK

by Robert Hart, 

writing for Forbes

Weeks before releasing

its first new console in

over 20 years, Atari is

setting out to dominate

the videogame industry’s

crypto market with the

sale of $1 million worth

of Atari Tokens later this

month, in it hopes that

the tokens will become

the standard currency

throughout the sector.

ATARI BETS ON
CRYPTO AHEAD
OF FIRST NEW
CONSOLE IN
OVER 20 YEARS

by Anna Irrera, writing for Reuters
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October is a time for surprises. On Oct. 8, right on cue, mobile payments giant

Square, which boasts a market cap of $86.6 billion, announced that it had

invested $50 million in Bitcoin (BTC). Five days later, asset manager Stone

Ridge Holdings, which manages over $10 billion in assets, disclosed that it had

purchased more than 10,000 BTC, worth around $114 million, as part of its

treasury reserve strategy.

THE NEXT BIG TREASURE: CORPORATIONS
BUY UP BITCOIN AS A TREASURY RESERVE
by Andrew Singer, writing for Cointelegraph

by Edda Viktor, writing for Daily Hodl

One of the most important use cases of blockchain technology is asset

tokenization. The possibility of turning real estate into tokens that are

registered and traded on the blockchain brings about many benefits to a

traditionally illiquid market.

THREE APPROACHES TO REAL ESTATE
ON THE BLOCKCHAIN

by Turner Wright, writing for Cointelegraph

The Central Bank of the Bahamas has announced the country’s “Sand Dollar”

— a state-backed virtual currency — is now available nationwide. Project Sand

Dollar, the central bank digital currency (CBDC) became available to all

393,000 residents of The Bahamas from earlier this week. This makes The

Bahamas the first country in the world to officially roll out a CBDC.

THE BAHAMAS LAUNCHES WORLD’S FIRST
CBDC, THE ‘SAND DOLLAR’

by Marie Huillet, writing for Cointelegraph

Kyrgyzstan’s acting President and Prime Minister Sadyr Japarov has proposed

introducing a blockchain-based system to ensure fair elections in the near

future and restore public faith in the democratic process.

KYRGYZSTAN’S ACTING PRESIDENT CLAIMS
BLOCKCHAIN CAN ENSURE FAIR ELECTIONS

by Kevin Helms,

writing for Bitcoin.com

Bitcoin adoption has been

increasing in Turkey as

the local currency, the

Turkish lira, hit another

record low Thursday,

reportedly touching 7.95

to the dollar.

BITCOIN
ADOPTION SOARS
IN TURKEY AMID
HIGH INFLATION,
LIRA HITTING
RECORD LOW

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

This week in The Blockchain

Show Rudy Koch and

Cameron Thacke from

Mythical talk about

possibilities behind

blockchain gaming and the

future of the gaming

industry in general. 

Check the episode here.
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